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REPORT ON GEOPHYSICAL SURVEYS

Wark Group #1, Wark Township Ontario 

HQLLINGKR MINES LIMITED

Introduction;
During the period December 6, 1969 - February 6, 1970 

anpK electromagnetic and a geomagnetic survey of the following twelve 
(12) claims was performed by personnel employed by Hollinger Mines
Limited.

P-102106-lU. Inclusive 
P-102116-lHInclusive

The claims are recorded in the name of Hollinger Mines 
Limited (Miner's Licence A-20S22) Timmins, Ontario,

Location and Access

The claims are located in the South half pf Lot 4,5 and 6 
Concession l and the North half of Lot k , Concession i., Wark Township, 
Porcupine Mining Division approximately 12 miles north, northeast of 
Timmins* Access is gained by snow machine and swamp buggy via various 
routes leading from Highway 655, The Ontario Northland Railway spur- 
line to the Texus Gulf Sulphur base metal deposit in Kidd Township 
passes the extreme south west corner of the property,

Topography

The west branch of the North Porcupine River flowing 
north draining Bigwater Lake traverses claim P-102117, The flood/of 
the river is wet spruce older swamp as is the east boundary of the 
property. The remainder of the property is relatively dry spruce, poplar, 
birch high ground surrounding rock outcrop areas.
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fology

Mapping by E, 0. Rose, 1923 "Murphy,.Hoyle and Matheson Townships," 

L. G. Berry "Geology of the Bigwater Area,) indicated that claim group is 

underlain by Keewatin sediments, volcanic breccia rhyolite and greenstone* 

Compilation of the geology of Wark Townships P-47# (Ontario Department 

of Mines) P. T. George and E. G. Leahy, 1968 indicate that the claim 

group is underlain by netasediments and trachyte breccia* Mapping by 

the author indicated that the claim,group is underlain by pillowed 

andesite, volcanic breccia and tuff, massive rhyolite trending 275 to 

3000 with top directions to the Southwest.

Previous Work

The east ten (10) claims were part of a large group of claims 

recorded in the name of North American Rare Metals Limited* Hunteo 

Limited performed a geomagnetic and horizontal loop (Ronka MK 111) 

electromagnetic survey for the recorded owners in 1964 on a four Hundred 

(400*) foot grid system cut off base lines trending 45 (Reference 

O.D.M. Timmins Resident Geologist's file T-903)* These surveys did not 

locate an electromagnetic or magnetic situation which warranted drilling*

The west two (2) claims were part of a group of claims recorded 

in the name of Conwest Explorations Limited over which geomagnetic and 

horizontal loop (turam) electromagnetic were performed by Moreau and 

Woodard (Geosearch) in 1965* There were no apparent electromagnetic 

conductors located by the survey performed off a north south base line*

A - Electromagnetic Survey

Personnel Employed
W. H* King and D, E. Tremblay performed the electromagnetic survey 

under the supervision of H.2. Tittley. Plans were drafted by W. Caugh|ll,

Instruments Used
The survey was performed using an EM-16 (eleotromagnetometer) 

receiver* The instrument has two receiving coils built into it (one coil 

has normally vertical axis and the other has normally horizontal axis)* 

The signal from the vertical axis coil is read on an "in phase" inclinomete

and the signal from the horizontal axis coil is read from a "quadrature"



SRl, The range of measurements are t 150J& on the "in phase" inclinometer 
and * 40# on the "quadrature" dial.

Operation

The EM-16 uses very low frequency transmitting stations operating
v ' ' ! , .' .' v:

for communication with submarines for the transmitted signal, These 
V.L.F. stations have a vortical antenna which oroates a concentric; ... ' ~ V '. "'' .' "St* ''' '' ' ' ' ~ '
horizontal magnetic field around them* When these magnetic fields meet 
conductive bodies, there are second ry fields set up around these bodies. 
The FM-16 measures the vertical component of these secondary fields 
("in phase" measures the vertical real component and the "quadrature" 
measures tho vertical component shifted through 90O ),

Three transmitting stations are used in performing surveys in 
central Canada* These stations are NAA Cutler, Maine NPQ Seattle, 
Washington, and NSS Annapolis, Maryland, withfrequencies of l?.tf kc, 
18,6 kc and 21.4 kc respectfully,

The station selected should be the station whoBe direction is 
parallel to tho strike of geological structure in the area being surveyed.

The station used in this survey was HAA,

When the selection of the station to be used in a survey is made
the proper selector unit is plugged in and the instrument is turned until 
the signal is minimum (this.will occur when the instrument le pointing 
towards the station) and then the instrument is turned 90O (instrument 
is now oriented along the lines of the primary magnetic field),

To take a reading the instrument is swung back and forth in a 
vertical plane to obtain minimum signal (sound) intensity in the earphone. 
When this position is obtained the "quadrature" dial is adjusted to 
obtain the minimum signal strength (null point).
The readings on the inclinometer and the "quadrature" dial ure recorded. 
Readings are normally taken at 100' stations with intermediate readings 
in conductive areas. The readings should always be taken with the 
instrument oriented in the same direction for one survey.
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Results  ~~~~~
W The results of the survey are plotted on the accompanying plan 
"Hollinger Mines Limited, Wark Township South East Sheet 20 KHZ B.M. 
Survey, Vark Group No. l, Scale ln -400'"). Traverse picket lines 
were cut off base lines trending 3150 at four hundred foot (400*) 
intervals* Conductors and conductor eones are designated by the letters 
of the alphabet*

* * '

Conductor A, B, C, D, E, H, X appear to be due to topographic 
effects* In the area between K and H there is an area of outcrop trending 
at 3250 from near the south boundary to the north boundary of the 
property. In the aroa of XLOO and 4*00 N at 26+00 E there is another 
area of outcrop.

The north portion of conductor "HH has a n inflection on in phase 
profile and also a change in quadrature response* This could possibly 
be due to conductivity with bedrock,

F 
Conductor has sharp inflection imposed ipm a typical response

approaching outcrop area and it also could be conductivity within bedrock.

Conductor O ia a ain^le line response which has a sharp quadrature 
response and may be due to conductivity located within bedrock*

Conductor I flanks to the north an area of outcrop along the 
Murphy-Wark Township Line west of the Lot 4-5 line and appears to reflect 
bedrock overburden interface effect.

Conductor J although response both in phase and quadrature is 
weak appears to represent bedrock conductivity under relatively thick 
overburden. Profile of in phase and quadrature are similar* Parallel 
conductors at the north end of this system are also probably due to 
bedrock conductivity* The main part of conductor follows a linear 
magnetic anomaly. Poor coupling with strike of causative body to 
transmitting source causes a reduction in relative strength of response.

Conductor K has a sharp in phase response and a weak change of 
quadrature response and is indicative of weak bedrock conductivity 
possibly duo to shearing*
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Conductor L is similar to conductor K in inphase and quadrature 
response and causative body is probably located in bedrock.

A series of one lino responses make up conductor system "M", There 
is an outcrop near the south west corner of claim group, however response 
indicates the causative body is located in bedrock,

Recommendations

The weal half of the claim group (west of Lot 4-Lot 5 line) should 
be resurveyed with a horizontal loop electromagnetometer, along the 
existing grid system and then detail lines should be cut over conductors 
located.

Conclusions

The electromagnetic survey performed has located numerous 
conductors. Conductor systems A, D, C, D, E# H and Z appear to be the 
result of rock overburden interfaces (fmutntit^of unit usedXapS60^teately 
is defining contacts between rook of resistance 10,000 ohms and 
overburden of resistance approximately 800-1000 ohms).

Conductor systems F, G, M and North part of H are possibly due to 
bedrock conductivity (all lie close to or with areas of bedrock outcrop).

Conductor systems J, K and L are probably due to causative body 
within bedrock.

Geomagnetic Survey

Personnel .Employed

K. C. Humphrey and R. Shirley performed the geomagnetic survey. 
H. Z. Tittley supervised the work and plans were drafted by W. Caught11.

Instrument Used

The survey was performed with two ABKM, M2-4 magnetometers Serial 
No.. 4539 and Serial No. W9 with sensitivities of 9-9 and 10.4 gammas 
per scale division.

The instruments used measures the vertical intensity of the earths 
magnetic field.
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Method

The survey was performed along grid lines (45O ) and base and tie 
lines (1350 ) with grid linos established at 400 foot intervals off a main 00 
base line on which 0+00 point is located on Vark-Murphy Township line 
at pin lot 4-Lot 5 Wark Township*

Observations were made at 100 intervals along all grid, base and 
tie lines except 32+00 K tie line and 36+OOE tie line,

Survey results were tied to property main base (12+OOW, 12+OON) 
assigned a value of 1157 gammas relative to government base station 
established on Bristol-Ogden Township line (945 gammas).

Results

The results of geomagnetic survey are plotted on the accompanying 
plan "Hollinger Mines Limited, Wark Township, South-East Sheet, interval 
Geomagnetic Survey, Wark Group No. l Scale 1H " 400* ). Contour/ is 25 
gammas below 1100 gammas and 100 gammas above 1100 gammas,

The magnetic gradient on the property is relatively low 700 gammas 
from a low 735 gammas to a peak of 1434 gammas,

There are two parallel linear magnetic features trending north 
south intersecting the 00 HL at 1600 N and 2600 N, These features appear 
dyke like in character however a hole drilled 400 feet south of the townshij 
halfway between 3+OON and XL 12+00 N intersected volcanic breccia from 
the collar of hole (76 f ) to 154* with ## pyrrhotite in siliceous matrix 
of breccia. This intersection is directly on strike with the aforemen 
tioned magnetic features*

The high magnetic relief throughout the remainder of the property 
appears quite local and trends can be established easily in two 
directions. It would appear from examination of outcrop that the 
volcanic breccia described in introduction to this report has varying 
concentrations of pyrrhotite and the areas of .local high magnetic 
relief are related to this rock unit*
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Conclusion

Vha geomagnetic tmrvey defines numerous local magnetic feature* 
which can be contoured to give trends of either 325O or 2?0O and 
two main north f i outh trending magnetic features. All high magnetic 
relief appears to be related to varying pyrrhotite concentrations in 
an acid volcanic breccia rock unit*

Respectfully submitted

B. I. MacDonald, 
Field Geologist.

April 9, 1970.
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